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    DataOps Automation Software

Why Ochestrate DataOps?

The DataKitchen DataOps Automation Software is your command center for DataOps. It harmonizes 

a complicated set of tools and processes into a singe seamless system, so cross-functional teams can 

seamlessly collaborate, quickly innovate, and instantly deliver the kind of error-free, on-demand insight 

that leads to one successful business decision after another. 

The DATAKITCHEN DATAOPS AUTOMATION is the only complete enter-
prise DataOps solution that enables your organization to quickly, intui-
tively, and successfully implement and manage an end-to-end DataOps  
program, using tools you already own. 

Reduce analytic cycle 
time from  

months to hours

Eliminate  
data errors

Foster collaboration 
across complex 

teams using  
diverse tools

Dramatically 
increase data team 

productivity

Make better,  
faster decisions
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What the DataKitchen Automation Delivers 

To learn more:
Read The DataOps Cookbook        Sign The  DataOps Manifesto        Visit DataKitchen.io
Need help getting started with DataOps? DataKitchen also provides DataOps Observability Sofware.

META-ORCHESTRATE YOUR END-TO-END  
DATA FACTORY
Meta-orchestrate all your tools, tests, and workflows 
across your production, development, and 
environment pipelines, allowing your teams to work 
faster and collaborate more effectively.

PROVISION DEVELOPMENT AND SELF-SERVICE 
ENVIRONMENTS ON-DEMAND
Empower developers and self-service teams to 
confidently experiment and develop new features. 
On-demand provisioning of complete, governed 
workspaces, called Kitchens, enables users to work 
independently yet collaborate effectively.

REDUCE ANALYTIC ERRORS TO VIRTUALLY ZERO 
Improve data quality by catching costly and 
embarrassing errors early.  Any team member 
can embed automated tests at every step in your 
production and development pipelines. Preset alerts 
increase agility and reduce data downtime.

IMPROVE PERFORMANCE 
Process lineage and other operational metrics, such 
as collaboration, productivity, errors, and deployment 
time, enable the team to see how they are improving 
over time.

DEPLOY AS FAST AS THE SPEED OF BUSINESS
Automate the end-to-end deployment process 
so users can test and release new analytics with 
the push of a button. Kitchens align and integrate 
toolchain environments so new analytics can easily 
migrate to production, without fear of breaking 
anything.
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ELIMINATE SILOS BETWEEN TEAMS 
Foster collaboration with a common place to work 
and a single view of the end-to-end data processes. 
Users work independently  in separate but aligned 
workspaces.  When ready, they integrate their 
collective work with confidence.  They can also 
easily share reusable components – a significant 
productivity multiplier. 


